Volumes 1 and 2 of this new series present a varied selection of topics ranging from pure immunoassay work to other areas of relevance to this field. Perhaps inappropriately, work is also included on topics which are not normally considered as coming under the heading of 'Immunoassay Technology'. Whilst some license is expected in the selection of topics for inclusion in a given volume it is hoped that future volumes will not deviate increasingly from the theme of the title in its most commonly interpreted sense.
Several of the topics in the first two volumes are suited to publication in a series of this type. However many of the contributions are somewhat specialised and it is doubtful whether they should be included in such a review series.
Within the volumes there are useful sections such as those describing monoclonal antibodies against human immunoglobulins and the production of human monoclonal antibodies. Several interesting areas are addressed including the preparation and use of phycobiliprotein reagents, studies of the TSH receptor and liposome technology. Further chapters deal with specific applications of a variety of enzyme immunoassays, aspects of polymorphonuclear leucocyte function, particle concentration fluorescence (PCF) and spin immunoassays, analysis of T-cell receptor-antigen interactions, immunofluorescence methods and western blot procedures.
The question must be asked as to whether there is a requirement for a series of this type. It is, of course, invaluable to have relevant, detailed information within one source volume. However, much of the contents of these initial volumes would be equally at home in any of the several peer reviewed journals which publish work in areas of applied immunology. The series would be particularly useful if the review theme was reflected more by the contents and more general reviews of fundamental areas were included.
The quality of the individual contributions is not in question in these volumes but a degree of rationalisation in the selection of topics is undoubtedly necessary for future volumes if the series is to be well received and achieve reasonable status. One of the problems of practising paediatric clinical chemistry is providing normal ranges for assays offered by the laboratory, particularly as many of the parameters have a most marked variation with age. There are ethical problems which prevent the use of blood and CSE for establishing one's own reference limits, but, with inititative, there is no reason why normal data should not be obtained for urine analytes. Perhaps there is some reluctance to direct scarce resources into this activity. Most clinical chemists depend on making use of reference values from the literature.
This book provides another source of information on paediatic normal ranges. It begins, however, with chapters on two specific problems: the first on skin puncture and blood collecting techniques for infants, and the second on drug measurements in paediatric clinical chemistry. The main part of the book consists of short contributions, mostly from members of the American Academy of Clinical Chemists, and classified under named analytes listed alphabetically, containing information in a uniform format on analytical method and instrumentation, reference values, population sources and information, and general notes regarding sample collection and related matters.
There are two limitations to the approach of this book which become apparent. First, the accuracy of most analytical results are dependent not only on the actual methods employed, which are stated, but also on other less well defined factors. For example, two contributions give reference ranges for plasma amino acids which vary very significantly. The variations cannot be accounted for by differences in the methods employed which, in principle, are the same. These reference ranges must be interpreted with caution. Secondly, for some analytes there is much better data in other literature sources than that quoted here. It would be useful if references to other major sources of information, when available, could be given.
In spite of these criticisms, this book is a useful additional data source that helps to deal with an intractable problem.
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